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Sony Erickson w850i: Music To Rock Your World
A quality walkman, a good enough camera, and a mobile phone, all clubbed into one? If that?s possible then, for
sure it would be a technological masterpiece. Sony Erickson, keeping up with its reputation of being the
technological torch bearer has once again brought forth a marvel from its kitty. The Sony Erickson W850i is
deﬁnitely the icing on the cake from the repertoire of Sony mobile phones and certainly a head turner.
Better known as ?the walkman phone? W850i is certain to take music aﬁcionados for a treat. Excellent stereo
headset and a 1GB Memory Stick PRO Duo with a storage capacity of around 1000 songs are features meant to
take you to the next level of digital entertainment. Moreover, the USB cable and music manager software facilitate
easy downloads from your PC.
The other noticeable feature is the TrackID facility which helps in easy recognition of songs by linking it to a
database to make sure that you know what you are listening to. It?s truly a novelty. The handset also provides link
to online music stores where you can simply choose and download the music of your choice. Indeed a music
system, you can be proud of!
If music is 850i?s USP then the seductive design is certainly one of its greatest turn-on. Designed to perfection and
carved out to give you a special feel every time you touch it. Sony 850i also has a heartbeat illumination which
reﬂects the rhythm of your music. Now that?s what we call visual pleasure.
To add on to the visual ﬁnesse, W850i boasts of a 2.0 megapixel camera ensuring that you do not miss the special
and precious moments. Sharing it with your loved ones is easy through its fast picture messaging faculties. The
digital zoom and photo light features surely add on to the amazing experience.
Other functions that you can expect with a Sony W850i are Mega Bass, FM radio, MMS, SMS, e-mail messaging in
addition to 3G enabled features like Video-conferencing, Video-streaming, Video DJ, GPRS and Bluetooth.
?THE PHONE FOR YOUR SENSES??The name Sony has for W850i, truly makes sense.
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